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Press information 

Volvo Trucks’ new driver support systems take 

safety to the next level  

 

 
Better traffic safety and enhanced working environment for drivers. These are the 
goals as Volvo Trucks introduces its new driver support systems based on Volvo 
Dynamic Steering – an award-winning innovation that assists steering of heavy 
trucks in a ground-breaking way.  
 

  
“Volvo Dynamic Steering has truly revolutionised the driver’s job behind the wheel. 

Better directional stability, easier manoeuvring and higher comfort have reduced the risk 

of road accidents and strain-related injuries. Now we are building further on our success 

with new functions that help make the traffic environment even safer. This is all in 

accordance with our vision that no accidents involving Volvo trucks should ever occur. 

These functions were developed to help drivers avoid some of the most common 

accident scenarios identified via our accident research programme,” says Carl Johan 

Almqvist, Traffic and Product Safety Director at Volvo Trucks.  

 

By integrating Volvo Dynamic Steering with other comfort- and safety-enhancing 

systems, Volvo Trucks has developed two accident prevention driver support systems: 

Volvo Dynamic Steering with Stability Assist and Volvo Dynamic Steering with Lane 

Keeping Assist.  

 
Counters skidding before it occurs 

“Imagine you’re driving on a wet, slippery road and you suddenly notice that the rear of 

the truck is starting to lose its grip on the asphalt. Before this develops into a skid, you 

steer gently in the opposite direction until the danger is over. That’s exactly the way 

Volvo Dynamic Steering with Stability Assist works. The big difference is that the system 

can discover the risk and help stabilise the vehicle before you’ve even noticed that 

something is about to happen,” explains Carl Johan Almqvist. 

 
Reduces the risk of driving off the road and of unintentional lane departure 

The next safety innovation, Volvo Dynamic Steering with Lane Keeping Assist, gives the 

driver a helping hand when the system detects that the truck is showing signs of edging 

towards the lane marking. With a slight turn of the steering wheel in the appropriate 
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direction and gentle vibration in the steering wheel, the driver is notified and is helped to 

steer the vehicle back into the lane.  
 
Adjusts steering wheel resistance to individual needs   

In addition to the two new driver support systems, Volvo Trucks is introducing a longed-

for function that makes it possible to adjust steering wheel resistance individually in 

trucks equipped with Volvo Dynamic Steering.  

 

“Each driver has a different perception of how light or heavy the steering system should 

be. Now every driver can adjust the steering wheel resistance exactly as he or she wants 

for comfortable, relaxed and safe driving. This is a very practical feature, not least for 

trucks that often have different drivers,” says Carl Johan Almqvist.  

 

 

 
Facts about the new functions  

• Volvo Dynamic Steering has been developed to automatically compensate for 

unevenness in the road surface and to eliminate vibration and kicks in the 

steering wheel. When driving at low speed, steering wheel resistance is reduced 

by about 75 per cent – a major benefit when reversing and in close-quarter 

manoeuvring. The steering wheel automatically self-centres as soon as the 

driver’s grip on the wheel lightens. At higher speeds, the truck confidently 

maintains its direction even on poor surfaces and in strong side-winds. This 

technology is based on the truck’s hydraulic power steering being assisted by an 

electronically regulated electric motor that continuously adjusts steering and 

provides added turning force when needed.  

 

• Volvo Dynamic Steering with Stability Assist. Here Volvo Dynamic Steering  
works together with the truck’s Electronic Stability Control system. Sensors in 

the frame continuously monitor the truck’s rotational speed (yaw) and when the 

slightest skidding tendency is detected, the system is activated and provides light 

steering wheel assistance to help the driver steer in the opposite direction, 

stabilising the vehicle.  

 

• Volvo Dynamic Steering with Lane Keeping Assist. Here Volvo Dynamic Steering  
works together with the truck’s Lane Keeping Support system at speeds above 55 

km/h. The system monitors the vehicle’s position using cameras. When it detects 

that the truck risks driving outside the current lane, the steering is activated and 

helps the driver return to the intended direction. If additional assistance is 

needed, the driver is alerted via gentle vibration in the steering wheel, instead of 

a warning sound.  
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• Volvo Dynamic Steering with Personal Settings. Individual adjustment of 

steering wheel resistance for convenient and comfortable driving.  
  

 

 

 

Link to high resolution images 

Link to film  

Links to short films: 

 

Volvo Dynamic Steering with Lane Keeping Assist 
Volvo Dynamic Steering with Stability Assist 
Volvo Dynamic Steering with Personal Settings 
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For further information, please contact:  

 Fredrik Klevenfeldt 

Director Public Relations and Social Media  

Volvo Trucks 

Tel: +46 31 322 1106; email:fredrik.klevenfeldt@volvo.com   

 

Press images and films are available in the Volvo Trucks image and film gallery at http://images.volvotrucks.com 

 
 
Volvo Trucks provides complete transport solutions for professional and demanding customers, offering a full range of 
medium to heavy duty trucks. Customer support is secured via a global network of 2,100 dealers and workshops in more 
than 130 countries. Volvo trucks are assembled in 16 countries across the globe. In 2017, more than 112,000 Volvo 
trucks were delivered worldwide. Volvo Trucks is part of Volvo Group, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, 
buses and construction equipment and marine and industrial engines. The Group also provides solutions for financing 
and service. Volvo Trucks´ work is based on the core values of quality, safety and environmental care. 

https://bit.ly/2klZBsw
https://bit.ly/2klZBsw
https://youtu.be/TAoRUrCnDFk
https://youtu.be/v_v4RdbyZa8
https://youtu.be/5sSuGRaunvc
https://youtu.be/NBxABx6Kv_g
http://images.volvotrucks.com/

